
This report looks at the following areas:

•• Places for outdoor family activities
•• Unleashing the potential of tourism
•• The dilemma of brand positioning and discounts

Between 2008 and 2011, consumer awareness of outlets was relatively low, and
the market had not yet been cultivated. However, from 2012 to 2017, outlets in
China grew rapidly, driven by a consumption upgrade trend among the
domestic middle class and the rapid development of the commercial real
estate industry as a whole.

Though fashion wear, such as clothing and footwear, is the most popular
category that consumers purchase in outlets, we also found increasing demand
for homeware and electricals. Consumers’ demands towards outlets are also
increasing. They are increasingly looking for a more experiential shopping
environment in outlets, especially families with kids. Entertainment facilities are
becoming an increasingly important factor consumers consider when choosing
an outlet.
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“Shopping in outlets is a new
trend driven by consumption
upgrading and increasing
demand for domestic
shopping. Outlets used to be
attractive because of their
brands and prices. But now,
providing consumer-friendly
entertainment facilities with
comprehensive brand
portfolios is key to luring more
consumers who are beginning
to treat outlet visits as a family
trip or leisure activity.” –
Jocelyn Dong, Research
Analyst
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• Outlets are getting popular
• Family demands
• Domestic brands are rising

• Increasing disposable income
• Family trips prevail
• Domestic consumption booms

• Expand brand portfolios
• Adapt to online business
• Improve entertainment facilities

• Ningbo Shanshan
Figure 8: Shanshan outlet in Urumchi, November 2019

• Bailian Group
Figure 9: Shanghai Bailian outlet, November 2019

• Friendship & Apollo
Figure 10: Friendship & Apollo in Tianjin, December 2020

• SASSEUR REIT
Figure 11: SASSEUR REIT outlet in Xiamen, November 2020

• Florentia Village
Figure 12: Florentia Village in Tianjin, December 2020

• Importing latest designs
Figure 13: +39Space in SASSEUR REIT outlet, December 2018

• Rising mass and domestic brands
Figure 14: Li-Ning and Warrior in SASSEUR REIT outlet,
December 2020

• Experiential shopping
Figure 15: The Fantasy Jungle in Chengdu Florentia Village,
September 2020

• Online outlets provide further convenience
Figure 16: Florentia Village online store, December 2020

• Embracing new retail
• Travel and shopping

Figure 17: Yitian outlet, November 2020
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• Low penetration with greater potential
• Family-driven shopping
• Brand portfolio matters
• Dining is also important

• Recovering visits after the outbreak
Figure 18: Behaviours of visiting outlets, September 2020

• Low penetration in tier two and lower cities
Figure 19: Behaviours of visiting outlets, by city tier, September
2020

• Post-80s and post-90s major buyers after COVID-19
Figure 20: Behaviours of visiting outlets, by age, September
2020

• Fashion wear mainstream purchase
Figure 21: Products bought in domestic outlets, September
2020

• Increasing demand for next visit
Figure 22: Products bought in domestic outlets, September
2020

• Homeware has good potential
Figure 23: Products bought in domestic outlets, by gender,
age and education level, September 2020

• Men’s preferences
Figure 24: Products bought in domestic outlets, by gender,
September 2020

• Attitudes of high earners
Figure 25: Products bought in domestic outlets, by monthly
personal income, September 2020

• Family outings are preferred
Figure 26: Companion for going to domestic outlets,
September 2020

• Family leisure is called for in lower tier cities’ outlets
Figure 27: Companion for going to domestic outlets, by city
tier, September 2020

• Shopping with friends
Figure 28: Companion for going to domestic outlets, by age,
September 2020

• Family shopping

THE CONSUMER – WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

VISITS TO OUTLETS

PURCHASED PRODUCTS

COMPANION FOR GOING TO OUTLETS
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Figure 29: Companion for going to domestic outlets, by
purchased products, September 2020

• Shopping experience top priority
Figure 30: Drivers for going to domestic outlets, September
2020

• Luxury brands vs mass brands
Figure 31: Drivers for going to domestic outlets, September
2020

• Lower tier consumers require more
Figure 32: Drivers for going to domestic outlets, by city tiers,
September 2020

• Huge discounts prevailing factor
Figure 33: Triggers for shopping in domestic outlets,
September 2020

• Attractive activities for high earners and families
Figure 34: Consumer’s expectations for exclusive activities
when shopping in domestic outlets, by family structure and
monthly personal income, September 2020

• Limited impact of COVID-19 with slight changes in triggers
Figure 35: Triggers for shopping in domestic outlets, by
behaviours of visiting outlets, September 2020

• Extended shopping experience is desired
Figure 36: Attitudes towards domestic outlets, September
2020

• Pleasing high earners a challenge
Figure 37: Consumers’ attitudes towards product price and
quality in domestic outlets, by monthly personal income,
September 2020

• Tourist shopping
Figure 38: Attitude on visiting domestic outlets when travelling,
by drivers of going to outlets, September 2020

• Discounts vs brand position
Figure 39: Attitude on domestic outlets, by purchasing
triggers, September 2020

• Keen on service

DRIVERS FOR GOING TO OUTLETS

PURCHASING TRIGGERS

ATTITUDES TOWARDS DOMESTIC OUTLETS

MEET THE MINTROPOLITANS
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Figure 40: Triggers for shopping in outlets, by consumer
segmentation, September 2020

• Buying more, buying quality
Figure 41: Purchased products, by consumer segmentation,
September 2020

• Methodology
• Abbreviations

APPENDIX – METHODOLOGY AND ABBREVIATIONS
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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